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Our firm’s official statement for the Spring/Summer Economic Outlook is: Things are “Less Bad.” While the dark cloud
that hung over our economy for the past 18 months has apparently lifted slightly, it is still there. Similar to the end of the
winter season when a warm day may pop up now and then, a cold frost can very possibly happen before spring officially
begins. Using that analogy we would say it’s too soon to jump into the lake head first. While we are very cautiously
optimistic, we do believe proceeding carefully is the most appropriate course of action for retirees and individuals with
lower risk tolerances.
As mentioned in our last Economic Outlook (Fall/Winter 2008-2009) we did not anticipate any drastic improvement
anytime soon and unfortunately, we were right. So, as investors, what do we do? As any boxer knows, it takes more
courage to get up off the canvas than it takes to step into the ring. That’s the way most investors feel right now; it was
easy to get into the market, but now that we’ve been knocked down, it takes a lot of guts to get back into the fight.
The most common question we are being asked now is, “Have we hit the bottom?” While there have been rays of light
(those sunny days we talked about earlier), it doesn’t necessarily mean winter is over. We would say that the rate of
decline is leveling out, but indicators such as our current high unemployment and possible future inflation should not be
ignored. Here are some statistics about the current state of our economy:
•
•
•
•

The recession has cost us 5.1 million jobs since December 2007. Replenishing those jobs will likely take a
substantial amount of time. The unemployment rate is projected to rise into the 9% - 11% range (currently at 8.9%)
which means we aren’t set for smooth sailing yet.
Interventions by the Fed in lending markets to provide easy lending to distressed banks and their pledge to buy
treasuries from the government is, in effect, the equivalent of printing extra money. An increase in the money supply
ultimately creates less demand for dollars and leads to higher inflation down the road.
Currently we have been experiencing a negative rate of inflation (or deflation) for the last 2 months. However;
inflation expectations for the long-term still remain a focus for the Federal Reserve Board. We anticipate this taking
place approximately 1-2 years from now.
Gold at $902/oz is still relatively high from a historical standpoint. There has been strong demand for gold, plus the
weak dollar further fuels gold prices. As the US economy strengthens, one can expect gold prices to weaken.
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•
•
•
•

The Chicago Board Options Exchange Volatility Index (VIX) fell to 37.15 on April 23rd. On Nov 20, 2008 it was at a
high of 80.86 and has since been on a down trend. A reading of 37.15 is still by normal standards quite high.
Historically, a figure in the 20’s has been considered normal.
Real GDP (Gross Domestic Product) for the 4th Quarter of 2008 was -6.3% while the 1st Quarter of 2009 was -6.1%.
We should expect this to improve as the economy begins to recover.
The Case-Shiller housing index fell as expected but for the 1st time since January 2007, but it was not a record drop.
New housing starts unexpectedly rose in April for the first time since early 2006, according to the US Census Bureau.
Current Federal Funds Rate of 0% to 0.25% is expected to keep steady for the “foreseeable future.”

As expected the Federal Reserve chose to keep rates unchanged, saying that “consumer spending is showing signs of
stabilizing,” even though it is still constrained by job losses. The Fed went on to say that it sees signs of slowing
contractions and that the economic outlook has improved since March. Fed Chairman, Ben Bernanke, told congress
recently that the economy should start growing again later this year. He did warn however that should a recovery get
under way, economic activity is likely to be sub par.
Seeing is believing. Signs are starting to point towards a recovery, however we caution our clients as to the manner by
which they reenter the market and adjust their investment strategies. While assuming more risk at this point may be
appropriate, retirees should still be fairly defensive in regards to how much additional risk is being taken. We feel that
unresolved issues in our economy could likely result in continued diminished returns. Investors who are taking additional
risk should be monitoring their ratio of risk exposure versus what will likely be meager returns while we wait for the full
recovery of our economy.
In closing: Yes, you should be in the market now – but please employ time-tested techniques such as dollar cost
averaging or selected purchasing to buy future assets at discounted prices. Multop Financial recommends using
“absolute return” or “income portfolios” as a defensive position to make returns while we are dollar cost averaging some of
our monies into other growth oriented portfolios. We encourage all our clients to participate in the annual financial
planning reviews that will be scheduled for you over the next couple of months. As we have said before, now is NOT the
time to be doing nothing.

* * *
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